SAFARI NJEMA FINAL NEWS FOR 2008
Dear Friends and Clients,
It feels like yesterday that I have written the last newsletter of 2007 now I’m at a time where I’m writing that
again. A lot have happened during this year there was an American election that was look at here in Africa
as a big event because of the people involved. Zimbabwe had an election Bob Mugabe lost but is still in
power the country with the worst inflation rate they are printing a $500 million Zim note and maybe you can
buy a bread. This was a great hunting year on the other hand Safari Njema had taken a lot of good trophies
over 90% of them made the SCI record book. This was also a year that Safari Njema had taken the most
different species in one year. One very good client Lee Foster from SC came on safari for only the small
stuff and belief you me it was not as easy as hunting the dangerous ones. Then one of the scariest moments
of my life was when hunting with Dr. Jim Hunter of SC when a 13ft black mamba looked me in the eye,
when I was standing on the hunting truck looking for buffalo in the swamp. Safari Njema has secured a
concession in the Selous LA1 this block, is bordered by a national park on the one side and 2 photo safari
blocks on the other 2 sides. It has the Kilombero River running through it. The lion are really good and
leopard has a 95% chance of getting on bait. The quota is not big, 2 lion 2 leopard 30 buffalo and 4 elephant.
The elephant could be done on a 16 day safari plus limited plains game. There is an abundance of Zebra,
Wildebeest, Impala Hippo and Crocodile.

Also I have my new website up and running please visit and register to access all
the information on prices and more .
My trip to the USA and Mexico will be as follow. So please if you have any questions about safaris or only
want to come for a drink or a chat please feel free. I will also be available on my USA mobile phone number
864 905 7590 or e-mail at Piet@safarinjema.com
2 Feb Atlanta With Mr. Jim Thompson
4 to 6 Feb With Mr. Jose Rivero in Monterrey Mexico
7 Feb Greenville SC with Lee Foster
12 to 15 Feb at the SEWE show in Charleston SC
18 Feb to 22 Feb Denver CO with Mr. Ray Reed
22 Feb to 25 Feb Norman OK with Mr. Keith Busking
5 to 8 March I will be in Raleiy NC doing the Dixie Deer classic show here I will be staying with Dr. Jim Sink.

I hope to hear and see you please don’t hesitate to phone or come and see me at the shows.
I have tested the following equipment as shell holders and it work very well especially for the big calibres it
is quality and work well the fact that it can hold 9 .500 nitro shells and still is flat and not bulky is very
good. It is available from Dale and Brad Boyer in Denver Colorado Land line. 303 697-7657 home.

We also used the following clothes for hunting in RSA it works well and is tiger stripe from the old Vietnam area It is
also available in green olive for the countries that doesn’t allow camouflage it is made of rip stop material and the pair
I had lasted me the whole season it is available from www.usmedals.com

The following trophies were hunted during the season and were outstanding.
Jose River Gold medal East African Kudu

David Reynolds Excellent lion

Jose Rivero with 40 Inc Sable

David Reynolds Giraffe

Dirk De Roos Excellent Eland

Mark Lovstrom Excellent Eland

Juala Simko TZ elephant

Jose With a good buffalo

Happy festive season and be safe

Best regards
SAFARI NJEMA “SAFE JOURNEY”
Piet Steyn
Safari Njema
Mobile: +27 82 411 9889
Land: +27 11 327 6492
Fax:
+27 11 327 6492
Web: www.safarinjema.com

